Generation and Application of Bioluminescent CD95 Ligand Fusion Proteins.
The quantitative evaluation of the interaction of soluble CD95L with CD95 is not only important for a detailed understanding of CD95 biology but is also of special relevance for the characterization and development of inhibitors of this interaction. The assembly of a CD95L-CD95 complex capable to recruit intracellular factors not only involves pre-assembly of CD95 molecules in the absence of CD95L but is also modulated by cellular factors such as interaction with the actin cytoskeleton and plasma membrane compartmentation of CD95. Due to these influential variables cell-free methods allow only an inadequate analysis of CD95L binding to cell expressed CD95. To enable easy, sensitive and highly reproducible cellular binding studies for the investigation of the CD95L-CD95 interaction, we generated fusion proteins of soluble CD95L with the luciferase from Gaussia princeps (GpL). The GpL domain contained in the GpL-CD95L fusion proteins does not interfere with CD95 binding and makes the GpL-CD95L fusion proteins highly suitable for cellular binding studies and tracer applications. In this chapter, we report detailed protocols for the production of GpL-CD95L fusion proteins and their use in cellular binding studies.